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My time here is not that much as there is much to be done, but this needed to be remembered. Why do the jews and all these 'invisible' forces threaten, and attempt to put you back in a life of meaninglessness, loneliness, and spiritual blindness? Why is there smearing against us anyway? What have we done?

We have done nothing at all, except of one thing. We are helping everyone get rid of the internal jewishness in their brain that has been planted since birth. Given the catastrophic proportion of influence this hive mind has had upon Gentiles, this harms them. They literally believed that you should be animals/goyim for the rest of your life.

It wasn't a direct thing to focus "to the jews" but it came up with inspection and systematic attempts to become better, study and advance, that unless this toxic poison is dealt with, Humanity goes nowhere and nobody can advance one INCH if they do not deal with that problem in one form of another. Xianity taken literally or Pisslam, would wipe out the whole planet for one example. One's subconscious mind platted into this toxic jewish poison causes disease, impoverishment, inner death. The jewish promoted media life, when adhered to verbatim, destroys the Soul completely for another example. These are only the most blatant examples. We have gone deeper before. The more the rabbit hole was dug, the more things were unearthed, and that's what's in it.

Think about it this way. If you lived a life of addiction, endless spiritual and physical poverty, and all the other useless garbage the jews promote and make profit of, then all your life's work and all your life's energy would be siphoned by the jews. Directly in the form of money, and indirectly in the spiritual level. It would be sweet for them.

Every Satanist is a "lost cattle" of the jews. As the jewish Nazarene calls all the "Goyim" who have escaped, "Stray sheeple". Because you are all like stupid, idiotic sheep to them. Cigarettes, crazy booze consumption, drugs, diseases that are incurable and could siphon all your lives' savings, getting your Soul to feed off, living your whole life running around like an idiot in the false illusion that everything can be attained without spiritual backup, the list goes. In the end of this jewish (((life))) promoted, your Soul also dies, but who cares, as the point is
to follow jews verbatim. What a wonderful dream for jews.

I mean wow, you are making them rich while you are literally killing yourself. That must be sweet for an invader like them, and the high they get is something they can't tradeoff for anything. You would be their unknowing groupie, their slave, and their servant. Like millions of others who raise them up because they are parasites and they can only get raised by people like us. They are MAD at your refusal. Why do you refuse making them more powerful? This contradicts their reptilian Torah. Why does a Goy raise a head?

They PROFIT from your ignorance and suffering.

Even worse, if you repair the innate damage they have done to you since birth from their ideology, subconscious programming poison, religious brainwashing, and in any other way... what will a healthy being do but revolt? You will revolt against them first on the inside, and then if circumstances allow, on the outside. With spiritual power, you will be able to finally control your soul and life. Something the jew considers an extension of their own living goyim stable.

The jews lie to JoS members, and this is their trend. You will not see them reveal themselves so blatantly as they do when it comes in question of the JoS. Why? Because the jews fear the thing that made them in the first place from slaves to (((kings))). Spiritual power. They are afraid because if you attain this, you know about them, and you devote yourself to the Ancient Gods, they will teach you and guide you to personal liberation. And the liberation of Gentiles is actually the doom of jews, as our natures are in complete opposition.

You see WHY all these infiltrators and jews have to CRY about the Reverse Torah Rituals? It's not like the jews and their lackeys, who wanted to waste your LIFETIME and SOUL forever, are suddenly caring for the hour you lose daily, according to them, doing the RTR's or meditating, is it? No. It's because this hour, or these twenty minutes, or ten minutes, are actually devoted to their racial spiritual destruction while you develop and maintain yourself on a higher level.

It's you defeating the jews daily, and spitting in the face of their tyranny. Even worse, you put their hive lackeys into the meat grinder every day. The effects are worldwide. In more than one country, the jewish media are collapsing for one example. Why in these TWO recent years, the 'omnipotent' power of the media suddenly gets destroyed? Because of the RTR's. Nothing else has changed... The same goes for their astral lackeys.
So the next time the jews cry to you, attack you, and ask you to succumb to their demands. First of all, there is no WHY as to why should you. The jews are the most unethical and brutal, ugly and evil of all people on Earth. They kill you and complain to you about WHY you managed to react. They are THAT insane.

You don't need to be in good terms with an alien invader enemy, or from a logical standby, a gruesome and tyrannical piece of shit race. Who actually planted Allah, Jewsus, and other kikes fable into your heads since infancy to turn you into druggies, lost slaves, people to be spat upon, and to be profited from as a 'goy'.

I am talking INTERNAL OPPOSITION here, not losing your job or your standing so don't twist this. Keep living your life as best for you as possible. There is no totality at this point as the enemy is bleeding their tentacles everywhere.

They deserve no respect and no treatment that deals with human dignity spiritually speaking. Would they treat you likewise if they had you in the Gulags of the USSR? They would work you and rape you until you died by your flesh being eaten by fleas and worms. Because that's what they have done to other Gentiles.

On a final note, you have to thank Satan constantly for the opportunity, the knowledge we have been provided, and don't plague your mind with useless doubt. Just apply. If the begging, worthless jews can rule the planet, so do we and all of us, in our own ways. Don't bring down yourself. This planet will become a tormenting hole if ethical people who show resistance don't do anything. If you don't do anything, you will be destroyed as well. There is no saving. Right now, you can change this and do a lot of things.

The other joke? "The Joy of Satan believes in aliens! That's Crazy Goyim!", said one jew. However, just open their Gemara, the Torah, their Talmud and all their holy scriptures and Rabbinical commentary. Rabbis have openly admitted they are worshipping aliens, and that 'god' is a hoax. Which openly reveals they WORSHIP aliens themselves in their own writings. So, what's the issue with the "Crazy JoS" again? It's crazy that "Goyim" have found their OWN alien forefathers to believe in.

That's an insult to jews. As the jewish quote goes, if a jew lies and they are found out it’s an insult to the jewish (((god))). The other line goes about "meditation" and the "Uselessness thereof". Sometimes this funnier joke is backed up by pseudo-scientific, Freudian shit worshipping kike theories. Then why do all the Rabbis and all the people of the enemy meditate, or are active Kabbalists such
as madonna and many other jewish personas like even Justin Bieber? From the pop star 'madonna' down to the Jew Josef Stalin who outlawed spirituality but had one of the biggest occult collections in History, and stole half the library from the National Socialists after the war's end... because apparently meditation and the occult don't matter... said the jews. Why do Rabbis spend 8 hefty hours a day in cursing the Goyim, if curses 'do not work'. And around two, three, or more hours in daily meditation and studying. Because it doesn't work, right goyim? After all, the jews said so.

So what's the problem and the "Wrong" of the JoS again? That it is so RIGHT, again. Being so right should be OUTLAWED! You need some little jew on every corner, a sprinkle of judaism just somewhere. Otherwise you are 'insane', a 'bigot' and an 'extremist' or who knows what else.

SO long as you believe in some jew controlled opposition, "all systems go, Goyim! Freedom of thought hehe!".

Lastly, remember. What we do, it PAINS them. It causes them grief and pain. They will not stop trying to make things 'right' and revert them to the old times where they had complete dominance, and they will not stop fighting, but neither will we. We are bringing thousand-year old structures like xianity down in the matter of a few years, same as many other things they have created. Jewish hollywood can no longer hide either, and we are causing worldwide fuck ups for this 'ordained by god' race that is, according to them, entitled to rape and destroy the whole of humanity.

What you do, it pains them. Liberate yourself and watch them suffer and cry. The world must be saved and salvaged at all costs. Let them do their act, but make sure to always and daily do your own. That's the recipe of success. Nobody needs to know you even. You can literally help defeat the jews by sitting comfortably and doing some Rituals that will make them suffer and move the invisible web of reality to blot them out as the virus they are, and educating people which will inevitably result in other things including physical action.

Be a Satanic Hero. It PAINS THEM.
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